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Giving Situational Awareness Where it’s Needed Most –
Meet the ER Grease Board
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“”
ER Grease Board – Managing ER Volume/Throughput

Improved Volume
Throughput & Bed Utilization

Improved Wait Times
in ER Waiting Room & PODs

Increased Productivity
amongst ER Teams

Parkland Hospital

“Having this data
readily available gives
situational awareness
to all staff, allowing
them to easily see the
status of the entire
department and
optimize their workflow
based on it”

Jeffery Metzger, M.D.
(Emergency Medicine)

Challenge:
With nearly 150K Emergency Room patients per year (~400/day), Parkland Hospital had been struggling with ER Volume
Management. ER Staff had been relying on nightly reports (with day old data) or physically logging onto a computer to view EPIC
ER TrackBoard for current patient information. These reports were used to make ER Team or “POD” assignments, based on
patient volumes in the waiting room and within each POD.  Reports typically showed significant imbalances throughout PODs.
The process was time-consuming and did not provide the critical one-glance solution needed for ER volume management.

Project:
Develop a dashboard using SAP Analytics Cloud powered by SAP HANA with real-time data made available 24/7
to all ER Staff.  The dashboard was to provide the entire ER department complete visibility of total ER volumes, bed
utilization, and POD assignments…ultimately providing true situational awareness to the most critical team at
Parkland Hospital.

Results:
The new dashboard is live and being utilized by ER Leadership, providing 24/7 insights on ER volumes/arrivals.  The
dashboard is clearly optimizing ER management, workflow, and patient care.  Beginning mid-Feb 2019, the
dashboard will be displayed on 10 big screen TVs throughout the ER, instantly increasing the number of live users
with immediate tangible benefits.
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Business Challenge & Objectives
Business Challenge:
At Parkland Hospital, Emergency Room (ER) Volume Management had been a manual decision
making process based off nightly reports (with day old data) and by physically logging onto a
computer to view the EPIC ER Track Board for the latest detailed patient information.
Furthermore, there was no high-level overview of the current status in the ER, nor was there
trending or real-time data for volumes, arrivals, bed utilization, & discharges.

This made it very challenging for the ER teams (PODs) to get an accurate snapshot of the ER
status at any given point, which made ER volume management inefficient and lacking its highest
potential.

Project Objectives:

Parkland’s goal was to improve the ER wait times, volume, throughput, & POD assignments.  This led to
the Project Objective: Help the ER Staff stay better informed to enable improved, timely, and
efficient decision-making. To accomplish this, they needed a new dashboard that would:

• Provide awareness of total number of recent arrivals, the number of people in the waiting room, the
volume in each POD, and how many people are pending discharge at any given point in the day.

• Be displayed visually throughout the ER 24/7 to give situational awareness to all staff about current
volumes, arrivals, bed utilization, & discharges with one glance.



ER Staff must click
on the individual
tabs to see volumes
per POD/Waiting
Room/Arrivals

Current ER
Patients shown
(but no trending or
real-time volume
data)

ER Team has to
locate a vacant
PC and manually
logon to view this
information, then
vary between
tabs

EPIC ER Track Board – Original ER Volume Management System
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Project / Use Case Details

The Parkland Hospital IT and ER Leadership Teams worked closely to create
required metrics and data points for the proposed dashboard. See the mock-up here.

By leveraging SAP HANA and SAP Analytics Cloud, Parkland Hospital was able to
create a near real-time dashboard (refreshes every 3 minutes) with the required
information to meet their objectives.  This dashboard will be displayed on big screen
televisions throughout the ER (10 to start), giving the ER staff 24/7 live data on
arrivals, waiting room & POD volumes, and pending discharges.

This live dashboard (AKA the ER Grease Board or ED Grease Board) would not be
possible without SAP HANA and SAP Analytics Cloud Platform. See snapshot here.

Below is a graphic example of Distributions by POD before/after ER Grease Board:
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Project / Use Case Details

Initial mockup based off specifications/requirements by the ER staff/leadership:

Example of the uneven
POD distribution before
ER Grease Board



24 hour ED
Disposition
Summary

Discharge
Disposition
Trending

Volume sliced
by Location

Current Bed
Utilization

Current ED
Status

Arrivals and
Volume
Trending
Information

Distribution of
ER Patients to
PODS
(Note comparison
to mock-up graph)

Snapshot of the new live ER Grease Board

Automatically refreshes the data every
3 minutes showing near real-time data
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Project / Use Case Details

Technical Details:

The project consisted of multiple steps to retrieve the data:

• The first step was retrieving near real-time data from EPIC Reporting Workbench. We did this by taking this ER
volume/arrival data from the Reporting Workbench reports and load the data into a SQL Server database using
SSIS (SQL Server Integration Services) tool.

• Once it was available in the SQL server database, we had a remote live connection in SAP HANA to that SQL
Server database. We built our SAP HANA model off this remote data source, building out the measures/dimensions
that would be used in the dashboard.

• Using HANA Live connection in SAP Cloud Analytics to connect to the HANA models, we were able to present a live
view of the data in the SQL Server database.

• The dashboard presented ER volumes, waiting room, arrivals, POD (ER teams) assignments, and bed utilization
information for the past 24 hours to the current hour.

• Once the data was validated by ER staff, it was moved into production and made available to the entire ER team.

• We worked with our systems engineering team to get the computers and TV screens ready to have the dashboard
displayed 24/7 (making sure they are not interrupted by system restarts, updates, etc.).

• By making this SAP Analytics Cloud dashboard visible throughout the ER for staff to see current status and trending
information was pivotal to making better decisions and improve bed utilization and optimize workflows in the ER.
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Project / Use Case Details

Development Process

Requirements
Gathering and

Documentation/Mockup

Identify data elements
from EPIC (EMR)

required

Create EPIC Reports for
ER Volumes and

Arrivals

Create batch ETL load
from EPIC (EMR) to

data mart

Promote Dashboard to
Production

Future Enhancements
(machine learning,

thresholds,  and alerts)

Deploy live Dashboard
on 10 Big Screen TV’s

through the ER

Remote Connection
from SAP Hana Model

to data mart

Create required
dimensions and

measures in HANA
model

Build Dashboard in SAP
Analytics Cloud tool with

live view to HANA
model

ER Staff data validation,
feedback, and approval
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Benefits and Outcomes

Business / Social IT Human Empowerment

• Increased visibility of current
and trending ER patient volume
creates better informed ER
decisions

• Improved bed utilization allows
for better throughput; increasing
the number of patients seen
each day

• Increased patient satisfaction
due to reduced wait times for
admittance, care, and discharge

• Improved clinical outcomes due
to more efficiently managing ER
volumes

• Greater control and visibility of
real-time patient information

• Ability to leverage existing
Datamart using SAP HANA
remote connections to improve
care and efficiency

• Enhanced automated reporting
capabilities

• Reduced IT administrative and
maintenance costs using SAP
Analytics Cloud

• Staff now has a real-time view
of current overall ER status,
giving them the ability to make
better informed decisions

• Reduction in administrative
efforts allows Clinicians to have
more focus on patient care

• All team members having the
same data simultaneously
allows them to share relevant
information amongst each other
in a more clear, concise and
timely manner
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Architecture

Application
Client

End User

Mobile

Desktop

TV
Monitor

(Primary)

SAP Analytics
Cloud

Parkland Datacenter

Cloud connector

Firewall
HANA

On-premise

Secure tunnel

Corporate Identity Provider

Portal ConnectivityIdentity
Authentication

SQL Server
Database

Live connection

INTERNET
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Deployment

SAP Technologies Used:

Server Processor:

Linux Distribution:

Date of Deployment or POC:

Number of live users:

11/27/2018 – Dashboard on PCs/Mobiles;  2/15/2019 + 10 Big Screen TVs

6 currently; 50+ after 2/15/2019

SAP HANA Production

SAP Cloud Platform Production

SAP Analytics Cloud Production
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Emerging Technologies and Use Cases
The following Emerging Technologies and use-cases are part of the project and describe the
contribution

Technology or Use Case Yes/No Contribution to Project
1. Machine Learning  / Artificial

Intelligence
No

2. IoT No

3. 3D printing No

4. Blockchain No

5. API Economy / Integrate the
Intelligent Enterprise

No

6. Cloud Native / Event Based
Architectures

No

7. Extending the digital core with SAP
CP / ABAP in SAP CP

Yes Dashboard powered by SAP Cloud
Platform and SAP HANA (on-prem)

8. SAP Leonardo Application ( extending
SAP application, using Industry
Innovation Kits or result of Design
Thinking workshop)

No


